
Score for Open Heart Surgery on Charlie Watts

Part 1
SPEAKER:

“God is good,” said my mother gently, “but the devil tends to offer the sweeter deals... And surely 
when it comes to eternity, you'll be wanting to spend it with your friends.” And she scattered a little 
flour on the green formica side of the breadboard; and she placed the lump of pastry she'd been 
working on all this while in the centre of the scattering of flour; and then she reached for the rolling 
pin and began slowly to shape the base of an apple pie. In her soft eyes there in the half light of the 
kitchen, the tiny specks of flour were reflected and mingled with the numberless flecks in her green-
grey irises, all gathered like the teeming stars in the hugeness of outer space, all drawn inexorably, 
inevitably towards an impenetrable black hole.

And my thoughts turned, as so often they did at that age, when I was still but a child, to P.B. 
Randolph and his strange emergence into this world from the fastnesses of the mid-nineteenth 
century; to his trials as a cabin boy upon a tramp in the several oceans of the earth; to his 
conversations in tongues with long dead sailors in the stillness of the night on the rooftop of the 
silent sea while way beneath him, beneath the boat, a billion creatures writhed in the icy agony of 
their eely lives; to his unprecedented trip to Paris and the Holy Land, and the mysterious tasks he 
undertook there; to his almost forgotten (or suppressed) role in the Civil War among the black 
soldiers fighting for Lincoln; to the fire that swept through Boston and gutted his secret library of 
priceless lore; to Toledo where, in a goods yard, manhandling an oversized trunk, he fell and – 
crack! - he broke his hip; and to his horrible undoing at the hands of diverse scoundrels who, 
forming a conspiracy born of corrosive, blinding envy, sought to pirate his writings and destroy his 
reputation. And I thought too of the rage that consumed him when he heard of his wife's betrayal; 
and of the single black lead bullet that he put peremptorily through his brain. 

Through the night of time and the sleep of Shiloam, the lamp of Eulis had lighted my path; but just 
as animals become extinct - find themselves alone and baffled on a hilltop, the Ark floating away 
into the distance, too far to swim if you are an elephant bird or a unicorn -  and just as some sounds 
die out forever (the final train door slamming unnoticed on a platform at Carlisle where a group of 
us had gathered to embark upon a walking holiday in weather that fell some way short of ideal), so 
too ideas, beliefs, customs, habits, etcetera - entire cultures and subcultures, the secret societies of 
the power elite and parochial busybody clubs alike - all fade in time, all fade from time; and the 
night closes in again, with only the solitary sun-kissed buttock of the moon to act as a guide in the 
encroaching gloom.

Awake at dawn, with the garbage trucks clattering seven floors below the fetid hotel bedroom, as 
the old station clock struck six in the distance and I pulled on some pants and marvelled at how 
white my pelt had grown, I realised that circumstances of my own now threatened in turn to destroy
me; and that like Randolph the steps in the narrative seemed certain, symbolic, and set in stone.  
But I anticipate. I shouldn't hurry so swiftly to the denouement, even if as a listener I have already 
exhausted your patience. Nowadays all must be hurried, so that the truly contemporary version of 
this story would require no more than, say, seventeen words. “Born” we can skip; did something; 
something else happened; all came to a sticky but telling end. 

We'd lose a lot of nuance that way but at least you'd be able to get on with your own lives – not the 
bit which is happening, fitfully perhaps, in that interior space you believe is reserved for enactments 
of this and that, the private space that you use as an attic, full as it is of abandoned items, broken 
things, boxes, detritus, curious shapes wrapped in cloth or polythene, and put away in the darkness 



– not that, but the other bit, which occupies external space and time. The larger part of your life, I 
mean: when you observe that you are a body passing through space. 

Sometimes when I am descending a staircase, whether in slippers or not, perhaps carrying a fully 
laden tea tray or a group of slightly cumbersome items – what a child needs for swimming, for 
example (towel, costume, hair brush, small bottle of shampoo, goggles, swimming cap, etcetera 
etcetera) – at such times it is as though my entire existence is revealed, enacted in this banal and 
straightforward physical act. A body passing through space. The accompanying vertigo is enough to 
make me lose my footing. I will not speak about this, though it has long preoccupied me: words, 
you must understand, are not the same as thoughts. And it is this, at the risk of appearing 
paradoxical or even obtuse, that I wish to communicate somehow.

For many years I studied “Posism,” following Randolph's teachings and concentrating on the 
refinement of gesture. Having no disciples of my own on whose generosity I might depend or who I 
might fleece in the time-honoured fashion of the mountebank and mesmerist, I was obliged to find 
work in the theatre. You will readily understand that this dilution of my intentions, the baleful 
pastiche of my goal, indeed, that such a working environment forced upon me daily, was revolting 
in many respects and distracting in many more. Time and again I surveyed the shambles of my life: 
how far I strayed from the one true path; how surely had I betrayed all that I had held dear. And for 
what? Outwardly you'd think I was a success, someone with a proper career, complete with peaks 
and troughs, hopes and set backs, triumphs and failures, bloopers, fanfares, glad handing, 
handkerchiefs, statuettes, etcetera etcetera etcetera. But the tawdry mime shows, revivals of toe-
curling provincial dramas, the embarrassing tv dance routines, inane soap operas, walk on parts in 
straight-to-video features, even a few desperate bread-and-butter porn roles – all ate away at what 
was left of my soul, the bit my mother's pact had reserved so I could pass for human after she'd 
gone over to the other side. Fortunately Randolph insists that five minutes a day will suffice to 
perfect one's skills as a “Posist,” leaving twenty three hours and fifty five minutes for trivia and 
sleep. 

At length – and it emerged very slowly indeed – I developed a certain power. And it's one worth 
sharing with you, given what happened later on. As an adept, one of course expects something, but 
the presence of such gifts is by no means always straightforwardly revealed. I had had a last 
cigarette – as it turned out it really was the last, not just another feeble attempt to give up – and I 
was brushing my teeth which in recent years had developed all kinds of tiny splintered crags and 
crevices, so that running your tongue over them was like watching an Imax movie of the Grand 
Canyon, so plentiful the sharp ridges, the yawning gulfs, the vertiginous peaks... A landscape worn 
down by time - blasted and crumbling it was. Or so it felt. And I spat out the spearmint, saliva and 
the nicotine from this worn down mountain range; and I ran the tap and watched it spinning in the 
plughole. For a moment I cursed myself for being so very hairy: my moulting must have caused a 
blockage, thick white matted fur tangled round fatty mould, down there somewhere, with black 
fungal blobs a cotton bud can't shift. But the sweep of my hand above the still swirling soup seemed 
to offer another solution. For my power, it transpired, allowed me to exert a certain gravity -  
magnetically to counteract the natural force of the earth's iron core. 

Later on, you will all remember, there was that flap or scare in the papers about how the 
gravitational pull of the earth was diminishing; about the light headedness felt especially in cities by 
a population who, rumour had it, would soon be able to fly. About the way seagulls were observed 
to surround, say, the 35 bus and form a squadron, as if expecting it to rise into the clouds. And the 
screams of the lazy school kids, too fat to walk as far as the local museum - now regretting their 
addiction to the internet, to Larry shipping, to cream buns, to the velcro straps demanded by their 
sausage fingers on their third world shoes - and the shouting of their teachers (all going mental!) as 
the rumour went round the bus that this terrorist wing of Nature had come to kidnap them all and 



ferry them off to a secret base – a gigantic bird's nest, perhaps, far, far up in the mountains, where 
the constant sensation of sharp twigs poking into their soft flesh and the terrifying yellow beaks of 
the ever greedy gulls made all thoughts of a return home seem hopelessly futile – all this 
transformed the cities into lock-downs of naked paranoia and caused a surge in the sale of torches, 
referee's whistles, yoghurt flapjacks, and plain old-fashioned luggage labels. And you'd have heard 
too about the inexplicable disappearance of jet planes, fighter and passenger alike, even close to our 
own shores - the travellers extinguished like so many candles in the emptiness of a storm-struck 
chapel, way up a hill in a remote part of a country no one ever visits, not even to commune with the 
recently deceased. 

All this was my doing; and if I told you it was not deliberate, the account I would have to furnish to 
explain myself and the qualifications required to flesh out the details and justify my actions – my 
gestures rather – would leave you reeling, as if struck by a train appearing from a tunnel in the side 
of a mountain... the stars spinning round your head in the style of the black and white cartoon which 
you watch before the main feature starts.

Part 2
Song 1

SINGER  :

Fish. Fly. Priest. Plate. 
Fork. Mouth. Sink. Ring.
Sea. Fish. Fly. Priest. 
Plate. Fork. Mouth. Sink.
Ring. Sea. Fish. Fly.
Priest. Plate. Fork. Mouth.
Sink. Ring. Sea. Fish.
Fly. Priest. Plate. Fork. 
Mouth. Sink. Ring. Sea. 
Fish. Fly. Priest. Plate. 

Part 3

SPEAKER:

Objects observed in the stratosphere:
I lie in bed and have no need of covers. I am a battery, the energy stored within me can illuminate 
the city at night – the city of Murnau's “Sunrise” with all its kaleidoscope of neon signs, bodies 
dancing, spinning patterns, fractured lives like shards of glass on a stained linen tablecloth. The city 
of Glasgow, with its inviting grid, streets of shops and restaurants, pubs, more shops, railway 
stations, hotels, houses, tenements with wide staircases, hills and dips, still more shops (the same 
but in a different location) and the chattering of gulls as men collect the rubbish in the morning. I 
am a battery that might light such a city.

The parallel columns of light shining from my genitals and from my head into the night sky form a 
celestial tuning fork, the rhythm of my body sounding a long and very lovely note. And what my 
body produces - what comes out of me – this matter doesn't fall but rises from the earth, so that 
those armed with powerful telescopes would have thought they saw aberrant activity in the Milky 



Way or mistake it for a new cluster of stars in the heavens. 

If we could observe the numberless suns above us correctly, we would observe that their ebbing and 
flowing was rhythmic; and of course the pounding of our own tides suggests that as much holds true 
across the incalculable expanse of the universe. I took a book of celestial maps – an old bloke down 
on the seafront sold it to me for forty pence as he said we were halfway through the year already – 
and tore out the pages. I took each page, rolled it up, stuffed the balls of paper into my cheeks, one 
after the other, more or less the whole book, or at least all the stuff that's still current... till my face
looked like that of Alex Harvey where he's at that festival in Norway with a pair of stockings - first 
over his head, seventies British gangster style; then in his gob, looking for all his life as if some 
centrifugal force had warped his features into a grim parody of the human. I looked in the mirror. I 
made ape sounds and human sounds... I made goat sounds.

Objects observed at street level:
The woman in white who used daily to patrol Camberwell Green – a black woman, her face and 
hands painted with thick white greasepaint, enrobed in thick white robes and with a voluminous 
white turban... The voodoo vibe extinguished only thirty years later when I see her shopping in high 
street-chain clothes, devoid of pancake, casual, apparently normal. 

White bicycles, left as memorials to slaughtered cyclists on the Camberwell Road, there down by 
Camberwell Gate, all covered in flowers.

The white gloved hands, the eyes and mouth of Al Jolson in The Jazz Singer. A short hop from his 
Jack Robin to Monsieur Valdemar, held in a state of suspended animation. Here, in the realm of 
synchronicity, a threshold appears between forms of life and death. Here is a new form of currency, 
passing mesmerically through individuals, making them act in concord, even in harmony, to a 
regular beat. What negative image is retained by the collective retina as in the closing moments of 
the film we fade to black - and silence? Nothing could be more to the point. The audience, sitting 
there in blackness, has to clap. Their bodies sit in space and await their cue.

Objects observed at atomic level:
A stuck record – what they now call vinyl – will produce a beat. 
You're dressed in surgeon's fatigues – the boots, the little green hat, the mask of course – and you 
stand with your hands held erect, then the gloves go on. In the theatre you can hear a pin drop and 
everyone gathers round the table where the patient lies waiting. Slowly but surely the blood in 
everyone's veins starts to reach some sort of equilibrium, you can feel it in the soft pounding in your 
own ears. It's as if each identity, which before was discrete and singular and definite and carried 
meaning, now dissolves as everyone forms a horseshoe, forms a classic magnet of the kind you 
might see in the Beano. And you take your place, you stand at one pole. 
It's a noisy and messy affair but at the end when the ribs reveal their treasure, the film of Charlie's 
still beating heart is projected onto the moon in an effort to send a message to whoever is out there 
watching.

Part 4

SPEAKER:

I make some wings out of old sheets and dress as a bird. And on my face I wear a yellow paper 
cones with a bit of elastic round the back of my head to keep it in place. I stand on the flat roof out 
the back of the house and address the gulls. I tell them in no uncertain terms that they must return 
the missing children forthwith. I sing a gull song – of fish and of things naturally appealing to gulls 



(trinkets, bin liners, warm air currents, cornish pasties, etcetera etcetera etcetera etcetera). 
I command them to obey. 
I flap my wings. 
My beak is fierce and yellow. 
I command them to obey.
I command them. I am the King of the Gulls, their master! They must return the children.
I command them.
I command them!

Part 5
Song 2

SINGER:

Space dissolves here,
time resolved.

ENDS


